. This paper describes a design method that guarantees ¡obust performance in frequency domain for systems with a combination of both types of uncertainty. An attempt to control such systems is made by Wei and Yedavalli (1989) . They propose an algorithm for finding a stabilizing controller. Nothing is however mentioned about the performance. Boyd et al. (1988) describes a de- sign method using optimization. That method does not consider structured uncertainty. In this paper it is attempted to outline these ideas to obtain a design procedure that gives specified performance for uncertain plants.
The process has three inputs and one output. Using the control signal rl, the output y should be cont¡olled to follow a desired reference, while. effects from disturbances are minirnized. Two disturbauces I and d act on the input and the output of the system. It is given by y: Gr(s)(u+ ¿)+ d (1) The process transfer function Gr is not completely known. It can be separated into two parts.
Gr("): G(s)G'(s) (2) The first part G(s) is a rational transfer fuuction "'"4: 3"!'ì?"Í"0ì (3) G(s'P): 71",0¡,4,(s).4.o(s,p) where Bo, Ao, Bo and Ao ate polynomials of finite degrees in the Laplace operator s. Pol¡'nomials B o and , 4.o (12) to yield a prope¡ controller. If on the other hand .4 and B may take different values due to structured uncertaint¡ a slight modification of (11) 
The magnitude of the transfer function from I to y will be limited using the weighting function wr(r).
W1
BRGu <1 Var,VlAl <1 (14) AR + BSG-
Using (6) and (8) (18) is independent ofp and Q and 6t"(t,p,Q) :6tA"Rå + 6",s0
is an affi.ne function in p and in Ç. The inequality 1.4..1 : lA"o +ó.r"1 ) la",l (r * *" *) (20) used in the condition rn(l + wùl#l+v2l rs(r**"*) 
Examples
The examples are taken from lUasten and Cohen (1989 The process is simulated in figure 5 . The input disturbance is well eliminated for all structured and u¡lstructured perturbations.
Second Order System
The parametric model is here described by G(",p) :b/(s2*ats+az) whereö € (1.13,2.37), ør € (0.4,2.4) and øz € (-0.5,2.5). The set P" has eight elements. 
